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A Word Or 2
Mba Mbulu

“Our own Black nation, the Republic of New Afrika, is Our only Real solution”

Think New Afrikan
Be Black Smart

When Russia attacked Afghanistan in the 1980s, pro-
gressive voices throughout the world criticized Fidel 
Castro for not speaking out against Russia’s attack 
against an independent nation. When Russia attacked 
Ukraine a week ago, progressive voices were quick to 
proclaim support of Russia’s attack against an inde-
pendent nation. No matter how you look at it, this 
represents a major shift in the consciousness of pro-
gressive voices in recent years and demonstrates how 
practical alliances can generate an ideological fog that 
allows people to lose track of the essential nature of 
their struggle, if they are not careful.

Everybody knew how much Fidel’s Cuba was 
dependent on Russian support and collabora-

tion. However, to the progressives of that time, 
that was no excuse for Fidel’s failure to condemn 
Russia’s aggression against Afghanistan. But today, 

progressives are silent as leaders like Miguel Díaz-Ca-
nel of Cuba and Nicolás Maduro of Venezuela voice 

their support of Russia’s invasion of another country. 
It is generally known that they rely on Russian sup-

port and collaboration, but if Fidel was criticized for 
not calling Russia out 40 years ago, those who are not 

calling Russia out today should be criticized as well.

Practical alliances can generate an ideological fog that 
allows people to lose track of the essential nature of 
their struggle, if they are not careful. It is important 
that we do not let fundamental principles get lost when 
we have ties to a party that commits a hostile act be-
cause there is an entire ideological foundation that can 
be undermined when we do. Persons like Fidel, Díaz-
Canel and Maduro have a practical reason for failing 
to condemn the aggressor, but that does not reduce the 
harm they do to the fundamental revolutionary doc-
trine they otherwise espouse.

Black People do not stand to gain a thing by that white 
power struggle taking place in Ukraine. The western 

Europeans are white racists, and the eastern Europeans 
are white racists. The only good that can come out of 

it as far as Black People are concerned, is if they wipe 
each other out.

Russia vs Ukraine = White Power
Black People in the USofA are New Afrikans

Unfortunately, We have all but lost the battle for the 
minds of Black People in the USofA. It’s to the 

point where continuing to wage a defensive bat-
tle is useless; We can only regain what is Ours 

by going on the offensive.  Part of that offensive pos-
ture should be putting more time and effort into mak-
ing all of Us aware of the importance of Us identify-
ing as New Afrikans We have to put more time and 
effort into making all of Us aware of the importance 
of Us identifying as New Afrikans. For that reason we 
are encouraging people to make use of a 5 second slo-
gan that states the following: “We are Black People. 
Say it loud, New Afrikan and Proud.” What it does is 
connect Our Blackness and Our New Afrikan nation-
ality. It is easy to remember because it revives James 
Brown’s song from years ago. Additionally, it does not 
require any Black person to change his or her beliefs 
or hopes for the future of Black People unless they 
prefer to identify nationally with the USofA. So do as 
much as you can to help us expand Sisters’ and Broth-
ers’ understanding of who they are and who We are.


